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Introduction 
 
Childrenʼs Books Ireland (CBI) is the national childrenʼs books organisation of 
Ireland. CBI was formed in 1996 to resource and support books and reading 
for young people. This report records the development and activities of CBI 
between January and December 2009. 
 

Childrenʼs Books Ireland Mission Statement 
CBI is dedicated to ensuring that books are at the centre of young people's 
lives. We resource and support those who bring children and books together. 
Through leadership, innovation, advocacy and celebration, we create 
awareness of the value and importance of books for young people 
 

Governance and Structures    
CBI is led by a board of directors, who guide the organisation in policy 
development and implementation. Members of the Board in 2009 were Jane 
OʼHanlon, Chairperson Oisín McGann, Áine Ní Ghlinn, Fergus Finlay, 
Siobhán Parkinson, Paddy OʼDoherty, and Vanessa Johnston. Larry 
OʼLoughlin and Seamus Cashman resigned in May 2009. Ciarán Mangan, 
Ruth Coleman, and Sarah Webb joined the board during 2009.  
 
The Board met six times in total during 2009. At the CBI AGM in May 2009, 
the Board presented the required reports for 2008.The programmes and 
activities of the organization are carried out by CBIʼs three core staff members 
along with CBI volunteers, interns and part-time staff. 
 
2009 Core Staff: 
Director – Mags Walsh 
Administration and Communications Officer – Jenny Murray 
Programme Officer - Tom Donegan 
 
Additional Team Members 2009: 
Inis Editors - Patricia Kennon and Marian Keyes 
CBI Bisto Book of the Year Awards Administrators - Paddy OʼDoherty and 
Aoife Murray 
 
CBI Interns and Volunteers 2009: 
CBI is very fortunate to secure the support of a large range of interns and 
volunteers who work with the core team to deliver specific projects and in 
general duties. The input of CBIʼs volunteers and interns is equivalent to 
one full-time staff member and is invaluable to the organization.  
 
CBI, The Continuing Story: A Strategic Plan for 2007-2010: 
The strategic plan sets out the values and principles of CBI, along with our 
aims and objectives for 2007-2011. The plan provides a structural framework 
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for CBIʼs aims and objectives. All of the organisationʼs programmes are 
grouped into five main aims; Engagement; Resource; Support; Partnership; 
and Capacity Development. This five-part structure is also used to group 
activities within this annual report. 
 
 

Strategic Aim One - Engagement: to enable children 
in Ireland to experience the best possible 
engagement with books. 
 

Activities and Programmes 2010 

Childrenʼs Books Festival (CBF) 2010    
   
Network and Communications 
 
The festival is by far the largest project of the year for CBI, with the workloads 
of all three core staff members dramatically increasing. The festival remains 
the largest reader development programme for children in Ireland with larger 
numbers of events, initiatives and projects happening across Ireland.  
 
 During periods of peak activity, additional assistance within CBI is required. 
The recruitment of a CBF Intern proved extremely useful given the increased 
necessity of the Programme Officer to work in locations across Ireland during 
the festival. 
 
Cuts to Festival budgets and resources within library authorities put increased 
pressure on co-ordinators in many library authorities in 2010. Nonetheless, 
the motivation and commitment of many coordinators remains the driving 
force behind the Festivalʼs regional programmes.  
 
The Programme Officer continues to enjoy a positive relationship with the 
majority of co-ordinators, maintained through regular contact via the CBF 
blog, email and phone. However, it is worth noting that communications did 
break down in a couple of cases during 2010 for a variety of reasons, 
including extended staff illness and re-assignment.  
 
The CBFʼs online profile continued to develop in 2010 with increased 
interactivity (in the form of online competitions) and more regularly updated 
content (latest press and media clippings, and blogging event reports). One 
area that requires urgent revision is the online events calendar, which saw a 
severe reduction in listings despite attempts to open access for authorities to 
upload their own items.  
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Events and Competitions: 
 
A decline in the overall number of events was to be expected considering the 
widespread reductions to programme budgets and staffing resources. The 
disparity between those authorities where funding was maintained (many of 
which recorded an increase in CBF activity) and those where it was cut 
entirely creates a very imbalanced picture nationally. In terms of positive 
programming developments in 2009, the increasing popularity of public events 
and the enthusiasm for maintaining activities across a large number of 
branches (where possible), show the festival is still reaching out to a very 
wide audience in many areas. 
 
2009 represented CBIʼs most proactive year so far in terms of new initiatives 
and tours, as efforts were made to counteract some of the effects of budget 
cuts across many authorities. Existing projects were expanded and new 
funding partners brought on board, to increase the spread of targeted author 
residency workshops to authorities which otherwise would have had little or 
no involvement in the CBF at all. Partnerships with related events such as 24 
Hour Comic Day allow the festival to include new and exciting elements which 
otherwise would not be possible. The issue of bookselling remains 
problematic in some cases and there are probably grounds for CBI to develop 
more detailed guidelines in this area. 
 
The manner in which the CBF has expanded in Northern Ireland in recent 
years has been very impressive. The system through which the Festival is 
organized is both efficient and effective, aided significantly by the funding 
provided by the Department of Education. CBI continues to enjoy a positive 
relationship with BASE, which has been fundamental to the success of the 
CBF in Northern Ireland since 2007. The events programme in Northern 
Ireland again featured an impressive lineup of authors in 2009, including 
many names not familiar to the rest of the Festival. More collaboration on 
cross-border tours – as took place this year with F.E Higgins and Áine Ní 
Ghlinnʼs Belfast residency – would help strengthen ties still further. 
 
 
Packs and Printed Materials: 
 
Library order for festival materials fell dramatically in 2009 as a result of 
reduced library budgets. Library orders fell by an average of 50% overall and 
eleven authorities were unable to purchase any packs at all.Thanks to early 
intervention and reduction of overall merchandise production and print costs, 
the stark downturn in pack orders in 2009 was not as problematic for CBI as 
may have otherwise been the case. In some instances, CBI was able to 
counteract this by reassigning funds from other projects.  
 
The introduction of a direct ordering system for the library coordinators in 
2010 undoubtedly made a big difference to the speed and efficiency at which 
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CBI could process pack orders. Design, print and distribution partners 
remained unchanged, continuing to provide a quality service and the best 
value for money. 
 
The poster design project proved to be a successful new addition to the 
Festivalʼs outreach activities, providing an opportunity to both engage with a 
new group of enthusiastic young readers and commission a young and 
upcoming illustrator to complete the artwork. Responses to the final poster 
were positive overall, and the idea for a dinosaur mascot allowed CBI to 
generate further interest through a tie-in Name the Dinosaur competition. The 
character was also used on the 2010 CBF bookmarks, which proved a 
popular giveaway during October, as always. 
 
 
Publicity: 
 
CBI continues to enjoy a good working relationship with Kate Bowe PR, and 
on most counts, 2010 saw them achieve very satisfactory results given the 
reduced resources on offer. The increase in TV features and author profiles in 
the national press was a very positive development.  
 
 
Funding and Finances: 
 
The growth in new strands of sponsorship in 2009, especially funding 
assigned for regional projects, is an important development for the festival. 
The proportional spend is now more balanced across all areas of expenditure 
due mainly to readjustments in printed materials (decrease) and events 
(increase). CBIʼs objective would be to keep to a similar budget model in 
future, protecting the events and printed materials allocation first and 
foremost, whilst at the same time ensuring that income does not fall any 
further.  

 

Farmleigh ‘Wild About Books’ Day (July 12th) 
 
Since 2006, CBI has organised a free summer family event at the invitation of 
Farmleigh House (funded by the OPW). On this occasion, it was decided to 
place an emphasis on wildlife, with illustrators Niamh Sharkey and Adrienne 
Geoghegan programmed to conduct a series of workshops creating large-
scale artworks inspired by nature. In addition, Éanna Ní Lamhna, broadcaster 
and author of Wild Dublin, conducted tours of different habitats on the estate, 
Fiona Tierney and Maddie Stewart did readings for younger children and 
storyteller Niall de Búrca did three storytelling sessions throughout the course 
of the day.  
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International Education Supplies ran a bookshop in the conservatory and 
those attending were also challenged to complete a treasure hunt around the 
grounds for books prizes. Overall attendance was not as high as on previous 
occasions (a general trend for Farmleighʼs cultural programme during 2009), 
but all the sessions and workshops were filled and the event ran smoothly 
with positive feedback. 

 

Cuírt Festival, Galway (April 21st-26th) 
 
In early 2009, CBI was invited to programme a series of events for young 
readers as part of the Cuírt International Literary Festival, by its director 
Maureen Kennelly. Three readings were staged with authors Gillian Perdue, 
Derek Landy and Tim Bowler (UK), attracting local school audiences aged 5 -
15 years. The Programme Officer attended the festival in an artist liaison/ 
event manager capacity. The partnership proved successful and is due to be 
repeated in 2010.  
 

UCD and National Library Workshop (December) 
 
In December 2009, CBI – in association with the National Library of Ireland 
and the Irish Virtual Research Library and Archive Project in UCD - 
programmed a workshop for 11-12 year olds to focus on the question of 
writersʼ lives and their archives, contrasting the work of todayʼs childrenʼs 
writers with nineteenth- and early twentieth-century childrenʼs writers, using 
material held in the National Library and UCD. Details of the workshop were 
subsequently presented as part of UCDʼs symposium on childrenʼs literature.  
 

Dublin Book Festival (6th-8th March) 
 
Organised by Clé (now Publishing Ireland) in association with the Department 
of Arts Sports and Tourism, the Dublin Book Festival is an important 
showcase for Irish publishers and their authors. Childrenʼs events represent 
an important strand within the overall programme and over the past two years 
CBI has taken an active role in assisting Clé and participating publishers.  
 
In addition to hosting the prize ceremony of the 2008 Cover Design 
Competition and a series of free readings and workshops over the course of 
the weekend, CBI also used the forum to stage a panel discussion on the 
theme of Developing Childrenʼs Publishing in Ireland, at which an action plan 
was agreed with significant implications for future practice.  
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 Strategic Aim Two: Resource - be an innovative and 
core resource in Ireland on books for children 
         
Inis, The Magazine of Children’s Books Ireland  
 
Inis is the quarterly magazine of Children's Books Ireland. Inis contains 
reviews and articles on Irish and international children's books and is the only 
publication of its kind in Ireland. Inis takes an Irish perspective on children's 
literature issues and there is an emphasis on books published in Ireland or by 
Irish writers, but the magazine is international in its range, outlook and 
contributors. Inis is a proven key resource for schools, libraries, parents, 
writers and everyone interested in children's books.  
 
In 2009 there was a change in the editorship of Inis: Caitríona Magner 
stepped down as Reviews Editor after one year in the position, and Marian 
Keyes was appointed. Caitríona worked alongside Patricia Kennon for the first 
issue of the year and handed over to Marian from that point. There were four 
issues in total in the year, at Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. 
 
This yearʼs covers included work from acclaimed illustrators Bruce Ingman, 
Shaun Tan, and Emily Gravett. and the Autumn issue featured the 2009 
Childrenʼs Book Festival image created by Alan Barrett. 
 
The layout of Inis remained largely unchanged. Contributors during 2009 
included Siobhán Parkinson, Niall MacMonagle, Pádraic Whyte, Roddy Doyle, 
Ríona Nic Congáil, Jane Carroll, Paddy OʼDoherty and Francoise Dubruille. 
Articles covered a vast range of subjects including: the Google Book 
Settlement and Digital Publishing; the World of Foreign Rights; Audio Books; 
Self-help Books for Teenagers; the Fighting Words Centre; and Renovating 
the Bisto Awards. Also included were reviews of the CBI and ISSCL 
Conferences and the CBI Festival, alongside interviews with Oliver Jeffers, 
Kevin Crossley-Holland, Cornelia Funke, Neil Gaiman, Megan McDonald, 
Shaun Tan, Patrick Ness and Cassandra Clare. 
 
Book reviews are arranged by age categories: 0-4, 5-7, 8-10, 10-12, 12+, and 
older teens. Inis also carries reviews of poetry, information, reissues, 
academic, audio, art, biography, crossover and professional books. 
 
The three new features introduced in 2008 remained: Through the Looking 
Glass; Real Critics; and New Voices. Through the Looking Glass gives three 
people the opportunity to offer differing opinions, and two titles were 
discussed in this way: The Way We Work by David Macaulay and What it is 
by Lynda Berry. The Real Critics section gives books to different selections of 
young readers to review. This year they reviewed The Graveyard Book by 
Neil Gaiman, Numbers by Rachel Ward, Just the Right Size by Nicola Davies 
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& Neal Layton and Wolven by Di Toft. Finally, New Voices introduced us to 
the talents of Sarah Webb, Sarah Rees Brennan, Kieran Mark Crowley and 
John Connolly. 
 
The magazine was typeset by Oldtown Design and printed in Ireland by 
Glennon Print. The current print run is 1,200 copies per issue. Inis was 
distributed worldwide to CBI members, but the main base of readership was 
here in Ireland. Inis magazine was available as part of membership of 
Children's Books Ireland or as part of separate ʻmagazine onlyʼ 
subscription.  Inis was also stocked in a number of bookshops in Ireland, with 
a cover price of €4.00. 
 

Book Fest: the Recommended Reading Guide 
 
Alongside the Childrenʼs Books Festival in October, CBI produces Book Fest, 
the Recommended Reading Guide. The guide is a practical A5-sized booklet 
featuring the top reads of the year. The age categories are broken down into 
clear sections: 0-4, 5-8, 9-12,12-14, older teens, poetry and information. It 
also features a comprehensive list of all the Irish-published childrenʼs books of 
the year. 
 
The 2009 guide was edited by Paddy OʼDoherty: this is the first year that it 
has been edited by one person. We also used the services of proofreader 
Antoinette Walker. Paddy, along with section editors and reviewers, selected 
a total of 204 titles as Recommended Reads. The section editors were: 
Valerie Coghlan, Debbie Thomas, Juliette Saumande, Síne Quinn, Helen 
Carr, Deirdre Ní Chonghaile, Enda Wyley and Irene Barber. 
  
CBI commissioned Alan Barrett to produce an original artwork as the CBF 
image. This was used as the cover for Book Fest and also featured inside as 
the basis of a competition. 
  
In order to draw attention to titles by Irish authors or illustrators and those 
published here in Ireland, a shamrock was highlighted alongside the title.  
 
Book Fest was made available in libraries and bookshops as well as 
distributed directly to CBI members. In total 40,000 copies were printed in 
2009. 
 

Annual Conference (May 16th-17th) and David Almond 
Mermaid event 
 
Having retained Pearse Street for several years, the decision was taken in 
2009 that a new location for the Annual Conference should be found to better 
accommodate the increasing number of delegates and higher technical 
requirements of speaker presentations. 
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A partnership was agreed with the National Gallery of Ireland (NGI). NGI has 
a dedicated conference space with capacity for up to 250 people. The venue 
and technical staff were provided free of charge, in return for CBIʼs assistance 
on a family programme later in the summer. The gallery bookshop provided 
onsite sales and had a good stock of all speakersʼ titles. Additional volunteers 
were arranged by CBI to help with the smooth running of the event.  
 
Programme-wise the 2009 Conference was widely acclaimed as one of the 
most successful to date. Highlights included presentations from Australian 
illustrator Shaun Tan, US/ UK author Patrick Ness and an ʻin conversationʼ 
session which saw childrenʼs literature expert Robert Dunbar interview Eoin 
Colfer. iBbY Ireland once again partnered CBI to arrange for publisher and 
author Verna Wilkes of Tamarind Books to appear, who also proved a very 
popular speaker. Feedback was generally incredibly positive, with the only 
real issue arising from the fact that the final session had to finish by 3pm on 
the Sunday.  
 
The Conference achieved its highest attendance ever, with 134 paying 
delegates registered on the Saturday and 115 on the Sunday. This ensured 
that CBIʼs net spend for the event was reduced by a significant amount, with 
income and expenditure almost equal overall. 

 
Paths to Publication (September 19th)  
 
CBI and Society of Childrenʼs Books Writers and Illustrators Ireland (SCBWI) 
jointly presented a seminar for aspiring writers and illustrators in Pearse 
Street Library. This event was designed to introduce the publishing process 
and industry to writers and illustrators; it was hugely popular and was fully 
booked in advance with a standby list in operation. The support of SCWBI 
International as well as the high attendance meant the event returned a small 
profit. Another similar event, entitled “Between the Lines”, is planned for 
September 2010.  
 
 

Ebooks and Digital Publishing (June 11th) & Digital 
Developments (November 28th) 
 
In a new departure for the organisation, 2009 saw CBI host two events that 
sought not only to lead the debate in terms of childrenʼs literature, but Irish 
publishing in general. Staged almost six months apart, both sessions took a 
timely look at contemporary shifts in digital media that could stand to have a 
huge impact on all aspects of the books industry in the coming years.  
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Ebooks and Digital Publishing was chaired by author Oisín McGann and 
featured a panel of key figures including Georgina Byrne (County Librarian, 
South Dublin Libraries), Sam Holman (Director, Irish Copyright Licensing 
Agency), John McNamee (President European Booksellers Federation) and 
Peadar Ó'Guilín (Author). The discussion covered issues of copyright (Google 
Books Settlement); creative and technological possibilities; impact on the 
bookselling trade; and the implantation of a digital media loans library in South 
Dublin. This was followed by a presentation by the Chair, which showcased 
some of the e-readers and new processes (such as print on demand) that had 
featured in the debate. The event took place in the Irish Writerʼs Centre and 
was very well attended. 
 
Digital Developments was hosted by South Dublin Libraries at their recently 
opened Tallaght headquarters. Editor and digital expert Eoin Purcell delivered 
a keynote address on current trends, with practical advice for writers, 
booksellers and publishers. He then chaired a follow-up panel discussion and 
Q&A featuring Ivan OʼBrien (Director of OʼBrien Press), Susan Carleton 
(author and blogger) and David Maybury (childrenʼs author and blogger). The 
event then closed with a hands-on demonstration by the panellists showing 
how to set up a blog. Again, attendance was good and feedback very positive. 
The venue was also particularly well suited for the purpose. 

 
Strategic Aim Three: Support - Create greater 
understanding of the importance of books for children 

 

CBI Bisto Book of the Year Awards 
 
The CBI Bisto Book of the Year Awards are the leading annual children's book 
awards in Ireland. The awards have been sponsored since their inception by 
Bisto (Premier Foods) Ireland. The Awards are made annually by Children's 
Books Ireland to authors and illustrators born or residing in Ireland. The Bisto 
Awards took place for the 19th time in 2009.  
 
Following a call for entries in September 2008 over 70 titles were submitted. 
The judges carefully considered each title against five criteria: excellence, 
quality of the text illustrations and design; exceptional integration of text, 
illustration and design; originality of the work; and appeal to its readership. 
The judging panel met six times and then held a final meeting to agree the 
shortlist and overall winners. 
 
The shortlist for the awards was announced in March 2009. The results of the 
CBI Bisto Book of the Year Awards were announced in May at a ceremony 
in No.6 Kildare Street. Siobhan Dowd again won the CBI Bisto Book of the 
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Year Award posthumously for her novel Bog Child. The Eilís Dillon Award 
went to Mary Finn, author of Anilaʼs Journey. Three further awards were 
made: the Bisto Honour Awards for illustration went to Oliver Jeffers for The 
Great Paper Caper; The Bisto Honour Award for Fiction went to Kate 
Thompson for Creature of the Night and the Judgesʼ Special Recognition 
Award also went to Kate Thompson for Highway Robbery. This was the first 
year the Honour Awards were specifically tailored to reward particular 
categories of books and these changes were well received.  
 
Also shortlisted for the Awards were: Eoin Colfer for Airman; Ré O'Laighléis, 
Susan Edwards and Emily Colenso for An Phleist Mhór; Áine Ní Ghlinn and 
Carol Betara for Brionglóidí;  Roddy Doyle for Her Mother's Face; and PJ 
Lynch (illustrator) for The Gift of the Magi.  
 
The judging panel for 2008/09 awards was chaired by Keith OʼSullivan. The 
panel was Eileen Phelan, Eilis Ni Dhuibhine, Mark OʼSullivan, Valerie 
Coghlan, David Maybury, and Máire Uí Mhaicín.  For the second time the 
panel featured a transition year student, Rachel de Barra, and for the first time 
an international judge was included, illustrator Korky Paul.   
 
 

Bisto Shadowing Scheme (March-May) 
 
First piloted in 2005, the Bisto Shadowing Scheme has grown steadily in 
popularity over the last four Awards cycles. The programme, which seeks to 
encourage young readers to engage with the shortlisted titles through a 
series of guided activities. Approximately one hundred groups registered to 
take part in 2009, the majority of these being primary school classes, but 
there was notable increase in the number of secondary groups and library 
reading groups also.  
 
Teachers and librarians registered to take part during the first few months of 
the year. When the shortlist was officially announced in March, each group 
was sent a specially created activity pack that included reading guides, 
activities and worksheets for each of the ten shortlisted titles. Groups were 
given the choice to read those books that were best suited to their reading 
level, using the information in the packs as required. They were then asked to 
submit their favourite book choice to CBI before the official announcement 
was made in late May. 
 
Around half of the groups that originally registered ultimately submitted a 
choice for best book,: of these Her Motherʼs Face by Roddy Doyle was the 
overall winner, closely followed by Eoin Colferʼs Airman. This probably reflects 
the younger bias of the participating readers. The teenage vote was split 
between Bog Child by Siobhan Dowd and Creature of the Night by Kate 
Thompson (winner of the official Book of the Year and Honour Award for 
Fiction respectively) which both shared equal third position in terms of votes. 
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Members of three participating groups were invited to attend the winnersʼ 
announcement, with CBI organising a special reading event beforehand with 
authors Mary Finn (winner of the 2009 Eilís Dillion Award) and Kate 
Thompson (winner of the Honour Award for Fiction and the Judgesʼ Special 
Recognition Award). Overall, feedback received about the scheme was 
generally very positive, with particular praise for the quality of the pack and 
activities. Negative comments mainly concerned the lack of choice in terms of 
titles suitable for intermediate level readers, the cost of purchasing books, the 
short amount of time allowed to complete the necessary reading and the lack 
of official recognition for the work carried out by the shadow voters at the 
awards ceremony. 
 
 
Literature Alliance 
 
In 2009 CBI formalised its links with other key literature resource 
organizations through the Literature Alliance. Publishing Ireland, Ireland 
Literature Exchange, Irish Copyright Licensing Agency, Poetry Ireland, 
Munster Literature Centre and the Irish Writers Centre, along with CBI have 
committed to working together to present a stronger case for the ongoing 
support of literature as a key art form. The Alliance have defined key goals 
and identified key individuals to meet with as part of the campaign which will c 
continue into 2010. 
 
 
The Children's Laureate (Laureate na nÓg) 
 
The notion of an Irish childrenʼs laureate has been raised several times 
including during the CBI forums in 2008. During 2009, CBI continued to work 
with key partners to define the project and develop the processes and project. 
The Arts Council indicated that as part of their new strategy on childrenʼs 
literature they were prepared to fund the establishment of the Childrenʼs 
Laureate (Laureate na nÓg), with CBI acting as project manager for the 
initiative.  
 
Negotiations with the Office of the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs 
resulted in the Office committing to the project also. At the end of 2009, CBI 
drew down a specific Laureate fund to begin the project in 2010. Laureate na 
nÓg was formally launched in Spring 2010.  
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Strategic Aim Four: Partnership   
 
 
CBI has a large number of active partnerships within Ireland. During 2008 CBI 
worked in partnership with the following: the Ark - A Cultural Centre for 
Children; Belfast Education and Library; Baboró Festival; Cinemagic Festival 
of Film for Young People; Clé Irish Publishers Association; the Department of 
Education of Northern Ireland; Draíocht Centre for the Arts; Farmleigh Estate; 
Fís Book Club; Flip Flop Festival; Goethe Institut; iBbY Ireland; Ireland 
Literature Exchange; Irish Copyright Licensing Agency; The Library Council; 
The Library Association; The Linenhall Arts Centre; Kidsʼ Own Publishing 
Partnership; Marino Institute of Education; Mercier Press; Mermaid Arts 
Centre; The National Library; National Print Museum; OʼBrien Press; Pavilion 
Theatre; Poetry Ireland; Roola Boola Festival; St. Patrickʼs College; 
Storytellers of Ireland, Society of Childrenʼs Books Writers and Illustrators 
Ireland; Triskel Arts Centre; and UCD. 
 
 
CBI also worked with the following library authorities: Dublin City Libraries; 
Meath County Libraries; Carlow County Libraries, Cavan County Libraries, 
Clare County Libraries, Cork City Libraries, Cork County libraries, Donegal 
County Libraries, Dun Laoghaire/ Rathdown Libraries, Fingal Libraries, 
Galway County Libraries, Kerry County Libraries, Kildare County Libraries, 
Kilkenny County Libraries, Laois County Libraries, Leitrim County Libraries, 
Limerick City Libraries, Limerick County libraries, Longford County Libraries, 
Louth County Libraries, Mayo County Libraries, Monaghan County Libraries, 
North East Education and Library Board, Offaly County Libraries, Roscommon 
County Libraries, South East Education and Library Board, Southern 
Education and Library Board, Sligo County Libraries, South Dublin Libraries, 
Tipperary County Libraries, Waterford City Libraries, Waterford County 
Libraries, Western Education and Library Board, Westmeath County Libraries, 
Wexford County Libraries and Wicklow County Libraries. 
 
 
Commercial partners included Premier Foods Ireland; Eason and Sons 
Ltd.;Hughes & Hughes; and Dubray Books. International partners included the 
Scottish Book Trust, Centre for the Child in Birmingham, Probiblo in Holland, 
Harper Collins Publishing, Walker Books and Random House Publishers. 
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Strategic Aim Five: Capacity Development  - to 
develop our capacity in order to best deliver our aims 
and objectives.	  
 
 
Staff 
 
CBIʼs three core staff remained the same in 2009. Regular review and training 
was made available to all core staff and 19 days of training were undertaken. 
CBI has identified a need for a new position, Resource Officer, which is 
necessary to adequately deliver CBIʼs resource strategy. This need has been 
clearly demonstrated to our core funders. 
 
 
Volunteers and Interns 
 
CBI continued to host interns and volunteers. In 2009 there were eleven 
individuals who volunteered their time to CBI regularly. The impact on the 
organisation was very significant and contributed much to the success of the 
organisation. Without the assistance of volunteers, CBI would have been 
unable to achieve its aims in 2009.  
 
 
CBI Membership 
 
CBI has an Irish and international membership base: membership is open to 
individuals and organisations worldwide, and there are approximately 400 
active members. Each member received 4 mail-outs per year – each centred 
around a magazine issue – and the Bisto Book of the Year Awards and CBI 
Festival and CBI Conference material are co-ordinated to coincide with these. 
 
In accordance with the memorandum and articles of association of CBI an 
Annual General Meeting took place in May, as in previous years, at the close 
of the CBI conference, in order to facilitate members. All members received 
notice in advance. Copies of CBIʼs audited accounts for 2008 were also made 
available. It was held in the National Gallery of Ireland and was attended by 
CBI members along with members of the board of CBI and the core staff. 
 
  
Finance             
 
CBI Income 2009 
 
The largest source of funding continues to be The Arts Council. In 2009, 
€235,249 was received in revenue funding. A further small allocation was 
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made in relation to the Childrenʼs Laureate project. Other income includes 
over €34,000 in sponsorship although this figure excludes in-kind 
sponsorship received with an estimated value of €55,000. Income from other 
sources was more than €52,000 
 
 

       
 
 
CBI Expenditure 2009  
 
In 2009, programme and staff costs were equal at approximately 40% of total 
expenditure. Running costs were 19% of total expenditure. CBI ended 2009 
with a small surplus.  
 

 
 

Arts	  Council	  Revenue	  
Funding	  

Other	  Arts	  Council	  
Funding	  

Membership,	  
Subscriptions	  and	  
publication	  income	  
Other	  Sponsorships	  

Other	  Sources	  

Programme	  Costs	  

Staff	  Costs	  

Other	  Costs	  


